Task management and project management made easy with the configurable visualization from Trello in COYO.

**Functionality**

The Trello plug-in (Trello) allows you to make Trello cards from several boards available in COYO. This is particularly useful for pages and communities. As page and community admins can also configure the sources and information displayed, it is possible to display cards from one board on one list or cards from many different boards on several lists. Trello elements such as the due date can be shown or hidden.

**Use case**

Whether it’s a management board agenda, a project Kanban board or a product roadmap, Trello helps small to medium-sized teams make their ongoing project work accessible to a wider audience. This helps project teams transparently report on progress and the current state of a project without any additional effort. The team can decide whether a given list should be visible internally in COYO or not.

**Availability & price**

The Trello plug-in is available for both the COYO Cloud and COYO Private Cloud as of V37 and is priced (based on the license model) from €2,500 per year.

**Five steps to the Trello plug-in**

- Getting in contact with COYO
- Presentation of the Trello plug-in
- Contract and terms of use
- Obtaining the manifest URL
- Installation and integration
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**Asset handover for external**

I am a card like you find in Trello! You can configure me!
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**Finalization of brand guide**

I am a card like you find in Trello! You can configure me!
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**Illustrations**
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